Buying a yacht today – what to expect
Acquiring a yacht in the 1990s/early 2000s when the yachting market was much
smaller was very different to what it is today. Transactions were not as complex –
the number of requirements to present to financiers and other interested parties
have increased. The procedure is no longer such a straightforward one.
The decision to purchase a yacht most times is driven by emotion, a love for the sea
or adventure, so why shouldn’t the process of acquiring a yacht be pleasurable, in
an environment that has become somewhat complicated?
Forming part of a law firm which, inter alia, offers support to yacht owners with
the sales and purchases of their yachts as well as throughout the ownership and
operation of their yachts, there are some points I wish to share with first time
buyers of new builds and second hand yachts, hoping to make the experience of
acquiring and owning a yacht a smoother one!
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Recommendations to prospective Owners:
- Take good legal advice before acquiring a yacht, including that related to the
prospective owners’ plans and intentions for the yacht. Flag/ownership/berth
and location/crew requirements/VAT-paid status may affect the movements
and operations of the yacht. A new owner might not be aware of all requirements
and obligations that come into play once becoming the registered owner of a
yacht.
- Carry out proper checks on the history of the yacht (second hand yachts)
before signing any letter of intent and eventually a memorandum of agreement.
Any encumbrances or court orders would require to be released prior to transfer
of ownership. Additionally, sanction checks with respect to the yacht and seller
would require to be carried out. Since sanctions may change from day to
day, appropriate sanction clauses should be included in the memorandum of
agreement to be entered into.
- Approach established marine insurers to confirm the yacht is easily insurable,
insofar as the specific plans for it are concerned.
- Sustainability credentials of a yacht may determine whether a yacht will be
acceptable for financing purposes, so a new owner may consider acquiring a
yacht built by a yard that has invested in green technology not only because
the yacht is eco-friendly, but also for financing and eventual re-sale prospects.
- Where an owner intends to charter the yacht, engaging a naval architect/
surveyor to establish whether the yacht in question is ‘eligible’ for commercial
coding under a specific flag administration is essential, especially for a secondhand yacht that is not yet commercially registered under its current flag. For new
builds, commercial registration eligibility is usually an option at time of execution
of the building contract.
- Engage a yacht valuation company to give a proper valuation survey for the
prospective owner to have an idea of what to expect of the yacht’s future, if a
re-fit would be required in a certain number of years, etc…

How can things be simpler / more cost effective?
- Transparency is key in a world where compliance and due diligence checks
are constant (not only at initial stages of ownership of a yacht). Having a
straightforward ownership structure is preferable. A yacht may be registered
in the name of a physical or legal person subject to flag requirements. If
opting for registration of a yacht in an individual’s name directly, there are
no different levels of ownership, with less due diligence layers that interested
parties would have to examine. Alternatively, if owned through a company,
it would be ideal if a simple ownership structure is opted for, with one or two
individual shareholders rather than corporate shareholders making up the
organisation of the company. Of course, there are owners who for personal
or business reasons would require a corporate structure with different layers of
ownership in place to own the yacht, however in such cases, a prospective
owner would need to be prepared beforehand of the necessity for ongoing
checks on each layer of the said structure.
- If the yacht is acquired for personal use rather than for chartering, but the
owner’s time aboard is limited – a co-ownership structure may be worth
considering, where two or more individuals would acquire and register the
vessel in their name. Between them, the owners would decide which weeks
they would each have use of the yacht. Fixed fees such as maintenance,
crew, berthing and loan repayments (if applicable) are shared.
- Whatever ownership model is chosen, it is recommended that the next of kin
of ultimate beneficial owners of a yacht are aware of such yacht ownership
structures in place to ease any future succession issues that may arise.
- Once purchased, especially if the yacht is commercial, an owner must have
good planning throughout the year. Employing reputable yacht managers
to manage the yacht’s operations and engage experienced/well-qualified
crew is fundamental.
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